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Abstract

This paper describes the design and features of the Evaluation Toolkit (ETK), a set of JavaScript/HTML/CSS modules leveraging the Qualtrics JavaScript API that can be used to automate image-based perceptual user evaluation studies. Automating the presentation of the images can greatly decrease the time to build and implement an evaluation study while minimizing the length and complexity of a study built within Qualtrics, along with decreasing the possibility of error in image presentation. The ETK modules each focus on automating a specific psychophysical or experimental approach. Because each module is an extension or plug-in to a Qualtrics question, the resultant study can be easily used in a laboratory setting or in a crowdsourced approach. We present the open source repository of ETK with the six modules that currently make up the toolkit and invite the community to explore, utilize, and contribute to the toolkit.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems—Human Factors H.5.2 [Information Systems]: User Interfaces—Evaluation/methodology

1. Introduction

User evaluation, be it qualitative or quantitative, is a critical step in the design and development of a visualization system or technique. Each approach has its challenges and the difficulty of carrying out rigorous and effective evaluation is well-documented [Car08, For10, Pla04]. Qualitative evaluation, by its nature, often relies on expert interviews, walk-throughs, and user feedback. Quantitative evaluation focuses on measurable quantities: how quickly can a user/subject identify a feature; how accurately can information be transferred and often utilizes psychophysical approaches as in [RKPC99] or [War88].

Consider the particular challenges within scientific visualization – how to balance the ever-growing size of the data with the need of the scientist to not lose vital scientific information. In-situ approaches, compression, sampling of data, rendering choices can all impact a visualization and the information available from it. The evaluation of such factors is amenable to standard psychophysical techniques [EE99, Fec89]. This might include finding a discrimination threshold on compressed or sampled data via a 2-Alternative Forced Choice (2AFC) or a Method of Adjustment approach, or evaluating rendering options via A/B choice experiments or through task-based approaches.

Perceptual user evaluation in visualization can often be reduced to a set of visualization artifacts that are simply images with varying levels of a stimulus applied (e.g., varying levels of data compression) and/or different experimental conditions applied (e.g., colormap or rendering method used).

1.1. Contribution

The contribution of this paper is the Evaluation Toolkit (ETK), an extensible toolkit that embodies standard psychophysical techniques to run perceptual experiments based on images as the visualization artifacts. Using this toolkit, a wide range of scientists can leverage the psychophysical approaches embodied in the modules. Embedded into Qualtrics survey software [Qua], ETK modules streamline the user study implementation process. The resultant study can be used either in a laboratory setting or launched in a crowdsourced approach. Through the online repository of ETK modules, we invite the community to test the toolkit, suggest upgrades and additional modules, or contribute modules themselves.

2. Background

Rigorous evaluation is a laudable goal, yet researchers in visualization may not always have the necessary experimental background to easily design and implement studies [For10]. Additionally, the uniqueness of many visualization systems is a challenge to developing a general evaluation approach. For example, the Hierarchical Visualization Testing Environment (HVTE) of Andrews and Kasanicka [AK07] was built specifically for their Hierarchical Visualisation System to compare multiple hierarchical browsers.
Mackay et al.’s Touchstone [MABL*07] took a much more general approach as both a repository for HCI-related experiments and as an experiment development tool. A more recent addition from Aigner, Hoffmann, and Rind [AHR13] is EvalBench, a flexible library developed to evaluate interactive visualization artifacts.

The behavioral sciences also provide tools to facilitate the implementation of experimental design. PsiTurk [psi] provides an experiment exchange with experiments relevant to behavioral sciences. The tool jsPsych [dL15] is a JavaScript library to facilitate building online behavioral experiments one trial at a time. OpenSesame [MST12] provides a comprehensive approach to building an experiment for the social sciences. Some of these experimental design tools from the behavioral sciences could be adapted to visualization research by researchers willing to learn them.

2.1. User Study Implementation as an Online Survey

Another approach to streamline the implementation and data-collection aspects of an evaluation is through a survey builder. Geared towards the business world, Qualtrics [Qua] is a well-known survey platform. Its powerful survey development functionality can be equally exploited by academic researchers to develop research experiments. With academic licensing, Qualtrics is usually free, it’s easy to learn, and it fulfills the personal data security requirements of human-based academic research. With a wide range of question types, it has become a common study implementation platform in the behavioral sciences.

While Qualtrics provides the functionality to include graphics, it does so on an image by image and question by question basis. Images must be uploaded into the graphics library and then individually loaded into the appropriate place within a question format. Upon upload, Qualtrics generates a random URL/name for each image. The time to upload the many images and create the large number of questions needed by psychophysical image-based approaches can become laborious. The randomized names create an additional difficulty. For images with a high degree of similarity, as one might find with a typical set of 2-alternative forced choice stimuli images, error-checking a study requires checking each random name against the original uploaded version. With potentially dozens of images in an image-based experiment, this becomes onerous.

The Qualtrics JavaScript API is a natural solution to automate the process of image presentation. The Evaluation Toolkit (ETK) is a series of JavaScript/HTML/CSS modules that leverage the Qualtrics JavaScript API to automate the implementation and presentation of image-based perceptual experiments.

2.2. Mturk: Crowdsourcing User Evaluation

Following in the footsteps of the behavioral sciences [BKG11, CMG13, MS12], crowdsourcing user evaluation is rapidly gaining traction in visualization (e.g., [BVB*13, HYFC14, HB10, LH13, OJ15, WTS*17]). Crowdsourcing has many advantages over traditional laboratory studies. Study participants are easily recruited through crowdsourcing sites and generally encompass a much broader demographic than a typical university participant pool [PCI10, PC14]. Crowdsourcing can be both cost and time effective. The fast turn-around time available with this method makes it possible to incorporate user evaluation early in the process of designing a visualization. Researchers must of course balance ecological validity with losing some amount of control over participants and monitor viewing conditions. Thus, not all user evaluations are appropriate for a crowdsourced approach. However, by casting standard psychophysical techniques into purely image-based experiments, the power of crowdsourcing can potentially be harnessed for a wide range of perceptual experiments in visualization. MTurk itself provides an easy linkage to outside survey software sites such as Qualtrics [Qua].

3. The Evaluation Toolkit: ETK

The Qualtrics JavaScript API allows a user to expand the question functionality available within Qualtrics through a standard set of methods called on the question object. A wide range of predefined functions and properties can be used, for example, to write out question responses, hide/show the "next" button to move on to the next question, or interact with the question container or question choices. The question-level JavaScript works with question-level HTML and a survey-level CSS file to create the question text, question actions, and modify the look and feel as needed.

There are currently six modules within ETK that encompass a range of psychophysical or general experimental approaches:

- **2AFC 2-Alternative Forced Choice module**: a module that presents the stimuli images for a 2AFC experiment, each compared to a baseline image.
- **MoA Method of Adjustment module**: a module that allows a subject to cycle back and forth through a set of stimuli images and make a choice of a specific image, e.g., at a threshold.
- **RRC Round Robin Comparison module**: a module that presents each possible pair of images in an A/B choice experiment.
- **C2A Compare 2 Arrays**: a module that compares each image in an array to its counterpart in a second array. This can be used to present specific A vs. B comparisons or as a 2AFC approach where the baseline image varies as a function of stimuli level.
- **CC Click Counting**: a module that counts the number of times the displayed image is clicked.
- **KT Key Task**: a flexible module that displays a series of individual stimuli images along with a set of answer keys; keys can be coded by color or by name/text.

Each module creates an image container (or a canvas in the case of the CC module) within the Qualtrics question container. The image container is used to display either a single stimuli image or a pair of comparison images as appropriate to the module. The ETK modules handle the randomizations required by the experimental approach. For a module displaying a list of single stimuli images such as KeyTask, image order is randomized. For modules displaying a pair of images, such as 2AFC, RRC or C2A, both the order in which the comparison pairs are displayed is randomized along with the left/right order in which the images appear within their container. The MoA module requires an ordered set of stimuli images. As a check for potentially bad participants, a flag is set when a participant only chooses one side (left or right) of all comparison
pairs. The functionality of the 2AFC module is extended to allow multiple baselines and multiple images for each stimuli level. If those multiple options are populated, then the choice for each baseline or stimuli is appropriately randomized. Where relevant, a user flag determines if a randomly chosen subset of images is shown or if the full set is shown.

An image URL and image arrays provide the image input handles for the user and allows the researcher to host images on one’s own server. This avoids the Qualtrics-imposed name change for uploaded images. Output is via Qualtrics Embedded Data variables. Image names and subject choices are saved to Qualtrics embedded variables. In the case of the 2AFC module, the randomization for A/B vs. B/A is flipped as needed so that the output already has that randomization unfolded, obviating the need to know the actual presentation order for the analysis. In an actual study, one module might be implemented in several different questions, allowing multiple conditions to be presented to the subjects (for example, using different colormaps or visualization rendering techniques in each set of stimuli images). The Qualtrics Survey Flow can be used to order and randomize multiple questions to control the set of conditions presented to each participant to accommodate either within-subject or between-subject experiments.

Each ETK module includes a tailored README and a set of trivial example images that can be used to explore the module functionality before user-specific implementation. Figure 1 shows one comparison for the 2AFC demo using the example images. Each module also includes a screenshot of the Qualtrics survey flow to illustrate the necessary embedded variables to output subject responses. Each module consists of the necessary files that must be embedded within the Qualtrics survey or question. The user need only make minor modifications, such as changing images names, sizes and URL, to customize the JavaScript, HTML and CSS files for their specific study. Modules can be downloaded from github.com/ascr-ecx/etk. A tutorial is available in the supplemental material and the ETK website, www.etklab.org provides demos and documentation.

4. Use Examples

ETK was a natural outgrowth from the evaluation of scientific visualizations conducted over the course of our project. The ease of general study implementation within Qualtrics makes it an accessible research platform. The straightforward coupling between Qualtrics and Mturk allows quick and easy study implementation in Qualtrics and participant recruitment from Mturk. We illustrate the value of ETK within that process with examples from our research.

Figure 1: The 2AFC Demo uses the trivial case of determining the threshold for discriminating between a grey box and the black baseline. The numbers on each image are for code-checking/development and indicate which of the multiple baselines and stimuli images has been randomly chosen. The user selection buttons are highlighted when a choice has been made (white). The Next Image Pair button is only active after an initial choice has been made (green).

Figure 2: A 2AFC discrimination threshold experiment for video compression needs to compare the baseline (uncompressed) image (top left) with many stimuli levels (top right). In the ETK 2AFC module, the images are condensed to an array of image names. Five regions across the globe (bottom) average over multiple conditions.

4.1. 2AFC Discrimination Threshold

We first consider the case of Video compression of image databases [BTRA16, BTP17]. The discrimination threshold at which subjects can distinguish the effect of compression is a task that naturally lends itself to an image-based crowdsourced approach. The uncompressed baseline is compared to a series of compressed stimuli images, Figure 2. In an initial study, the baseline plus 11 stimuli levels were used. Five regions across the globe represent five possible conditions, leading to 60 total images. Previous experience in implementing a 2AFC experiment in Qualtrics, without using an ETK module, has shown us that, for a study with roughly 50 images across three conditions, it can take up to a day to implement the necessary set of Qualtrics questions based on the stimuli set and baseline images, error check the image names/links and set up the randomizations within Qualtrics necessary to do a full 2AFC ramp. With ETK, the image URL goes into a variable, names go into an array. Image error checking consists of simply scanning the array code for typos. Randomization of image pairs and ordering automatically takes place within the module. Implementing an ETK question is a matter of 30 minutes of effort. Copying one Qualtrics question quickly generates questions for each of
10 minutes are needed to edit the JavaScript for each new question to point to the correct image URLs. While the full study including questions such as consent, training, and demographics will take additional time, that is time that must be spent regardless of how the image questions are created. This study was crowdsourced on Mturk.

The pilot study with 11 stimuli levels of varying compression indicated the general location of the discrimination threshold. We then added a few additional images around the threshold to better map out the discrimination ramp, Figure 3. Because we were utilizing an ETK module, updating the experiment to include additional stimuli levels consisted of editing the five JavaScript files to add a few additional lines of code in each of the image arrays – a matter of 10 minutes of effort before the study was ready to relaunch.

**Figure 3:** The 2AFC discrimination ramp for the constant rate factor (CRF) for video compression. The polynomial fit crosses the threshold (75% line) just above CRF = 34.

### 4.2. Key Task

A second example is from a recent paper [TWSR17] that utilized the key task module from ETK. This study deliberately replicated Ware’s 1988 *Univariate Color Sequences* paper [War88] in order to study issues of color vision deficiency (CVD) and Mturk as a platform for perceptual studies in visualization. The study included 60 stimuli images for each of eight colormaps – 480 images in total. The key task module inserts a stimuli image into the image container and generates the matching set of keys, Figure 4, outputting which key was chosen along with the identifying information of which stimuli image was shown. An array of 60 stimuli images is again easily error-checked by simply scanning the JavaScript array. Randomization and presentation of a subset of the full stimuli images were handled automatically by the ETK module. While we do not have a comparison of how much time it would take to upload, insert into questions, and error check 480 images within Qualtrics without an ETK module, the prospect is daunting. The relative agreement between [War88] and [TWSR17] provided validation of Mturk as a research platform while quantifying the impact of CVD and assessing a more recent set of colormaps.

Other types of experiments that can be easily implemented using ETK include standard A/B choice experiments such as those in [SKP+16]. This can be implemented either using the Round Robin Comparison module or by hard-coding the specific comparisons in the Compare 2 Arrays module. The color counting approach of [SPG+15] is covered in the functionality of the Click Counting module.

### 5. Conclusions

We have presented ETK, the Evaluation Toolkit, a new approach to developing user evaluation studies for visualization. As ETK is based solely on images as the visualization artifacts, it can’t provide the flexibility for interactive evaluation that one might find in a tool such as EvalBench. However, it simplifies the study implementation process and avoids the step by step implementation needed by tools such as OpenSesame or jsPsych. By taking advantage of the ease of study design within Qualtrics, ETK allows researchers with a wide range of experimental backgrounds to easily implement perceptual image-based experiments. Placing ETK within the visualization evaluation patterns context of Elmqvist and Yi [EY12], ETK can be used in a pilot study; it can provide a study for the complementary participants pattern enabling comparison between experts and a more general demographic; and it excels at presenting individual trials for an experiment.

We are just beginning to explore the range of visualization experiments where ETK can provide a solution and invite other researchers to explore, suggest, and develop new ideas and solutions to share with the community. We invite you to explore the ETK website, [www.etklab.org](http://www.etklab.org) for live demos and documentation, and download the toolkit from [github.com/ascr-exc/etk](https://github.com/ascr-exc/etk).
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